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La Salle  Un i v e r s i t y
ONE HUNDRED AND FIFTY-FIFTH YEAR
C O M M E N C E M E N T
Two T h o u s a n d  E i g h t e e n

U ndergraduate Com m encem ent Exercises 
Sunday, May 20, 2018
Stephen T. Zarrilli, Chairman, La Salle University Board o f  Trustees, Presiding
PROCESSIONAL (Pomp and Circumstance)*
Invocation* .............................................
National Anthem* .................................
Introduction of Student Spea k er ....
A Graduate Spea k s ................................
Conferring of Honorary Degree ......
Presentation of Lindback Aw ard .....
......................... Edward Elgar
. Ludmille Sashi Toussina Glaude 
..................... FRANCIS SCOTT KEY
....... Dawn Meza Soufleris, Ph.D.
Vice President for Student Affairs
.................... Shauna Irene Clifford
........... Colleen M. Hanycz, Ph.D.
President
............ Brian A. Goldstein, Ph.D.
Provost
(The Christian R. and Mary F. Lindback Award is presented for Distinguished Teaching)
PRESENTATION OF CANDIDATES .................................................................................................. Brian A. Goldstein, Ph.D.
Provost
Bachelor o f Science in Nursing 
Bachelor o f Science in Nutrition 
Bachelor o f Science in Public Health 
Bachelor o f Science 
Kathleen Czekanski, Ph.D., RN, CNE 
Dean, School o f Nursing and Health Sciences
Bachelor o f Science in Business Administration 
Bachelor o f Arts 
MarySheila E. McDonald, J.D.
Dean, School o f Business
Bachelor o f  Social Work 
Bachelor o f Science 
Bachelor o f Arts 
Associate in Arts 
Lynne A. Texter, Ph.D.
Interim Dean, School o f Arts and Sciences
♦The audience is requested to stand during the Academic Procession, Invocation, National Anthem, and Closing Prayer, and to remain in place 
until the Academic Procession has left the field. As final action cannot be taken prior to the printing of this program, the list of candidates is 
tentative, the University reserving the right to make any changes required.
Conferring of Degrees in Co u r se ........................................................................................ Colleen M. Hanycz, Ph.D.
President
ALUMNI INDUCTION ........................................................................................................................................Jerry Lezynski
Alumni Association President
REMARKS........................................................................................................................................Colleen M. Hanycz, Ph.D.
President
CLOSING Prayer* ....................................................................................................................................... Jacques J. Linder
Alma Ma t er ............................................................................................................................................Daniel J. rodden
Recessional (Trumpet Voluntary)............................................................................................................ John Stanley
Musicians: Crosstown Brass Quintet Vocalists: Mina Choi, Andrew Fralinger, Mary Caroline Grupp,
Brother Edward Hofmann, Alyssa Rose McFadden, 
Imaan M. Williams
National Anthem 
The Star Spangled banner
Oh, say, can you see,
By the dawn’s early light
What so proudly we hailed
At the twilight’s last gleaming?
Whose broad stripes and bright stars,
ThrO’ the perilous fight
O’er the ramparts we watched,
Were so gallantly streaming.
And the rockets’ red glare,
The bombs bursting in air,
Gave proof through the night 
That our flag was still there.
Oh, say, does that star-spangled 
Banner yet wave 
O’er the land of the free 
And the home o f the brave?
—  Francis Scott Key
A lm a M ater
Glory La Salle
Above Explorers valiant,
Here under thine eyes,
Thy blue and gold banners 
Unfurl ‘neath the skies!
Chorus:
La Salle, La Salle, thy glory,
Thy triumphs we praise!
Thy name in song forever 
Shall we proudly raise!
Thy sons and daughters standing 
Await thy command,
Thou fortress o f faith 
In our God and our land!
Chorus:
La Salle, La Salle, thy glory,
Thy triumphs we praise!
Thy name in song forever 
Shall we proudly raise!
—  Daniel J. Rodden
*The audience is requested to stand during the Academic Procession, Invocation, National Anthem, and Closing Prayer, and to remain in place 
until the Academic Procession has left the field. As final action cannot be taken prior to the printing of this program, the list of candidates is 
tentative, the University reserving the right to make any changes required.
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H o n o ra ry D eg ree R ecip ien t 
Presented by
Brother Ernest J. Miller, F.S.C., D.Min. 
Vice President for Mission
Marian Wright Edelman
Doctor o f Humane Letters
Marian Wright Edelman, Founder and President of the Children’s Defense Fund (CDF), has been an advocate for disadvantaged Americans 
for her entire professional life. Under her leadership, CDF has become the nation’s strongest voice for children and families. The Children’s 
Defense Fund Feave No Child Behind® mission is to ensure every child a Healthy Start, a Head Start, a Fair Start, a Safe Start, and a Moral 
Start in life and successful passage to adulthood with the help of caring families and communities.
Edelman, a graduate of Spelman College and Yale Law School, began her career in the mid-60s when, as the first black woman admitted 
to the Mississippi Bar, she directed the NAACP Legal Defense and Educational Fund office in Jackson, Miss. In 1968, she moved to 
Washington, D.C., as counsel for the Poor People’s Campaign that Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. began organizing before his death. She 
founded the Washington Research Project, a public interest law firm and the parent body of the Children’s Defense Fund. For two years 
she served as the Director of the Center for Law and Education at Harvard University and in 1973, began CDF.
Edelman served on the Board of Trustees of Spelman College which she chaired from 1976 to 1987 and was the first woman elected by 
alumni as a member of the Yale University Corporation on which she served from 1971 to 1977. She has received over 100 honorary degrees 
and many awards including the Albert Schweitzer Humanitarian Prize, the Heinz Award, and a MacArthur Foundation Prize Fellowship.
In 2000, Edelman received the Presidential Medal of Freedom, the nation’s highest civilian award, and the Robert F. Kennedy Lifetime 
Achievement Award for her writings which include: Families in Peril: An Agenda for Social Change; The Measure of Our Success: A Letter 
to My Children and Yours; Guide My Feet: Meditations and Prayers on Loving and Working for Children; Stand for Children; Lanterns: 
A Memoir of Mentors; Hold My Hand: Prayers for Building a Movement to Leave No Child Behind; I’m Your Child, God: Prayers for 
Our Children; I Can Make a Difference: A Treasury to Inspire Our Children; and The Sea Is So Wide and My Boat Is So Small: Charting 
a Course for the Next Generation.
She is a board member of the Robin Hood Foundation and the Association to Benefit Children, and is a member of the Council on Foreign 
Relations, the American Philosophical Society, the American Academy of Arts and Sciences, and the Institute of Medicine of the National 
Academy of Sciences.
She is married to Peter Edelman, a professor at Georgetown University Law Center. They have three sons and four grandchildren.
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BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN NURSING
SCHOOL OF NURSING AND HEALTH SCIENCES
Kathleen Czekanski, Ph.D., RN, CNE, Dean
Nana Adjoa Faakyewah Addo Jennifer S. Griffith Jennifer Marie Pratt
Edward Timothy Anderson Chloe Marie Gulak Christian Michael Price
Amarachi Abigail Anucha Bridgette Harkins Andy Quan
Andy Augustin Donnetta Collette Haynes Meghan Frances Quinlan
Samantha Eden Paula Avitan Celia Anne Hess Nikki J. Ramos
Cecelia F. Baker Olivia Cameron Holdsworth Melanie Ann Ranno
Briana Jean Barr Dominika Honicka-Latos Alyssa Rose Richardson
Kaitlin A. Bass Nydea Lanay Hudson Brandy Robinson
Simona Sarah Benny Dominique Iacovine Tatyana Ivana Robinson
Megan Theresa Boggs Christopher Aranda Jacildo Lyndsay Carolyn Rosowski
Carolyn Margaret Boyce Serita Johnson Brianna Russo
Chantal Ann Branco Emily Anne Keane Sini Samuel
Elizabeth Natalie Brophy Markietra Keese Brielle Saunders
Katelynn A. Bryant James Edward Kelly Stephanie Louise Shaw
Isa Elias Bums Maura Longo Kelly Nicole Samantha Shimkanon
Cherise Shantay Butler Adrienne Kenney Natalie Marie Simunek
Shannon Butterly Saqeeb Ahmad Khan Nicole A. Skerski
Jennifer Calhoun-Hickey Roselyn Munyeneh Koiyan Holly Rae Sloane
Genevieve Cannie Wanda Ariel Kollie Nicholas J. Smart
Mary-Grace Carroll Nicole Suzanne Lane Gina Maria Smith
Karolyn Catapano Daniella Lau Jade Lyna Smith
Juliet Lena Chhor Sara Jane Laube Jayla Smith
Jennifer Anne Chominski Taylor Rose Leahy Tanya Stankiewicz
Caitlyn Marie Coleman Jennifer M. Lewis Aliyah Yolan Stephens
Estephany Jane Collado Abedejos Anna Marie Luff Desiree Suelke
Maria Costabile 
Joanna M. Cruz 
Zack Matthew Cutaneo 
Nace Denton-Hurst 
Bianca Miranda Diaz 
Nicole Rae Diggs 
Dana DiMento 
Victoria Rose DiPilato 
Jane M. D’Orazio 
Keyaira M. Doughty 
Cassandra Rae Drejerwski 
Amanda Ruth Duff 
Uche Blessing Enigwe 
Joseph P. Evers 
Edward Ronald Ferguson 
Danielle M. Flippen 
Alexandra Cynthia Garr 
Sydney Marie Gehring 
Tori Rose Gollie 
Erika Nicole Gonzalez 
Casey Greer Goodwin
Yee T. Luu
Nicole Marie Magargal 
Judy Keeley Mancini 
Geniva D. Marshall 
Joseph Mclver 
Kristina Millas 
Danielle L. Neal Moore 
Alexis Elizabeth Morabito 
Elizabeth Marie Nordberg 
Leah Kathleen Norris 
Pavel Nosau 
Shannon O’Donnell 
Amanda O ’Hara 
Alex Ortiz
Johanssen Raphael Padilla 
Amanda K. Pagano 





Tiara Y. Summers 
Joanna Marie Szyszkiewicz 
Danielle Marie Thomas 
Morghan Lauren Thornton 
Pamela I. Todd 
Annie Tran 
Thanh Hien Tran 
Theresa Q. Twegbe 
Phuong C. Voong 
Cara Marie Wacker 
Ciara Marie Weldon 
Christie S. Williams 
Raushana Tyneisha Williams 
Robyn S. Williams 
Regina Jeanetta Wilson 
Julia E. Wojtko 
Allison Z. Worhach 
Anne Louise Workman 
Erica Quilao Zabala
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BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN NUTRITION
Rama Alsaadi Erin Marie Galuchie Alyssa Denise Mills
Laura Angelucci Maggie Elizabeth Garin Truong Bao Nguyen
Nicole M. Behner Samyra C. Graham Laura Rose Pede
Kathryn G. Bowers Amelia Faye Groman Summer Virginia Pierson
Jennifer Brannigan Elizabeth Gural Christopher Rideout
Shelby Marie Bums Joseph Hansen Gladys Andrea Rivadeneira
Lauren Elizabeth Caja Taylor Ann Harrison Victoria Alicia Robinson
Emily Kristen Carlson Amanda Marie Hessinger Dominique Maria Roccuzzo
Katharine De Souza Julia Hickman Sarah Kerr Seasholtz
Carly Lynn DellaValle Patrick G. Jeanty Dominique J. Showmaker
Sara P. Dever Stephanie Kowalski Larissa Silva
Jane Duong Tawni M. Lamoreaux Jacqueline Elizabeth Solimeo
Emily M. Finkbinder Rubmary Lopez Alvarado Kelly Danielle Urban
Brittany Anne Frazer Sara Jane Madden Alicia A. Weiser
Carlos Galeano Laura Anne McGinley
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN PUBLIC HEALTH
Katelyn Anderman Megan Colon Sean Michael McCracken
Jessica Radha Apana Iyonna Simone Crenshaw Erin Lee McKeown
Brynn Elizabeth Baranosky Brittany A. Edwards Djeneba Nayete
Stephanie Rose Barr Harrison Wyatt Douglas Gargel Ashley Nazario
Mileidys Barreto Colon Stefine Georges Bassam Odtallah
Kayla Berry Breanna Grau Valerie Christine Pineiro
Kimberly E. Boesenhofer Gabriela Jordan Kaela Marie Rivera
James Cayman Boney Shelby Marie Kaluhiokalani Brianna Robinson
Jorge Luis Burgos Bailey M. Koch Shayla Cherelle Smith
Maria Cashman Jennifer La Lisa Jaylynn Wajda
Caciana Cayo Maureen Lelle Chantal Warfield
Antoine Robert Chambers Jessica Lindsay Bret Medhane Woldezghi
Charlyn Coleman Taylor Lynn Lombardo Gennavieve Nicole Xenakis-Schneider
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
Kathy Ann Aikens Kimberly Heybach Janine Brooke Peca
Kathryn Bringhurst Maureen Clare Hoey Stephanie Anne Peel
Hannah Christine Brough Alexandria Natasha Jurgelis Jillian Prinz
Grace Jaylee Clarke Vita Alekseyevna Khoroshenko Maria Alicia Insierto Reyes
Shauna Irene Clifford Sydney Rose Kirk Anabel Rodriguez
Elizabeth Ann Curtin Amanda Leonetti Jennifer C. Rose
Erin Teresa Duffy Tiffany Mangin Kara Rose Shipley
Lauren Elizabeth Eliasen Taylor Patricia Myerski Jasmine Yevette Small
Brittany Lauren French Kaitlin Ann Margaret O’Grady Gina Marie Smith
Kayla Michelle Gonzales Gabrielle Olshanskaya Marissa Christine Stroyek
Jennifer Lynne Grasmeder Gabriella Palmeri Sherin Sunny
Jordan Elizabeth Harlon Emily S. Paynter Rosemary Anne Ulmer
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SCHOOL OF BUSINESS 
MarySheila E. McDonald, J.D., Dean
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
Moses Adu-Gyimah Kaitlyn Dougherty Angelina Michelle Maltezos
Joshua Aguayo Brian Joseph Dudeck, Jr. Terrence J. Mancini
Giovanni Cristiano Aiello-Pang Louis Dupont Jena Meiying Marcinkoski
Timothy Joseph Aiken Gjergji Dylgjeri Rafaella Marmaras
Daniel Alexander Eileen Marie Dzwill Emily Houston Martin
Camille Allen John Patrick Endres Tyler Martinez
Mohammed Alshanqiti Cesar Esquivel Danielle Alexandria Marx
Vincent Ambrosini Molly Katharine Fanning Julie E. McDaniel
Zebib Mengistab Andemicael Daniel Farrington James McNamee
Alan M. Angeloni Francis Anthony Ferruzzi Jose Alejandro Mejia Feliz
Mone’t Mayah Anthony Stephen Dominic Fitzsimmons Mark Joseph Metzler
Arianna Maria Arnett Khalil Foulks Adreana Elizabeth Miller
Chase Hunter Arnold Hunter Christopher Fox Malik Kalil Mitchell
Kathrina Maria Atienza Taylor Le’Paige Frazier Dimitrije Mladenovic
Justin T. Baeringer Regan Margaret Gabel Samantha Angelina Mogano
Tiffany Yvonne Brown Baker Nicholas Galiano Kieanna K. Moore
Anthony Dominic Bartley Mary Ann Gentner Christina Maria Morales
Jakub Bartosiewicz Tina Giang Cory Morales
Brooke D. Baston Monet Gist Christopher Joseph Morris
Marissa Ann Beaver Maeve Reidy Gomes Jerome-Patrick Henry Murphy
Kevin M. Beck Jacqueline Ester Gonzalez Moira Murphy
Madeline A. Beck Jasmine Marie Grant Nakia Monet Myers
Samuel Clayton Bergere Nicholas J. Grant Michelle Myland
Christopher Berry Richard Greco Hannah Ngo
Rebecca Bilotti Kasey Lee Grob Nguyen Ngoc Bao
Daeja Aniya Black Justin Guerre Hung Quoc Nguyen
Melissa Rose Blanco Melvin Guzman Molina Thomas Francis Noonan
Dylan Tyler Blecker Andrew Baldwin Hagan Emily A. Nowlan
Mariya Bondareva Michael A. Hagan Jerome Walter O’Brien, Jr.
Dominic Bonitatis IV Barry L. Hamlett III Sean Patrick O’Kane
Brandon Edward Bowen Sarah Lynn Hammond Shawn O’Mara
Samantha Jordan Brodie Ahmed Hasaan Edgar Jayvier Ortiz
Joshua Brooks Maya Haynie Dylan James Palamar
Erika Eden Brown Katherine Rose Hennessey Taylor Sanders Palmer
Brandon Paul Camacho Antonio Marcello Herrick Gregory Joseph Paprocki
Camrine J. Campbell Meghan Lindsey Heyduk Thomas Pascarella
Ryan James Campbell Jessica Hart Hoffman Joseph Anthony Patti
Robert Andrew Cane Matthew Bradley Horton John Pearce
Benjamin Casper David Howard-Dean Lan My Pham
Chadd Christian Catrambone Kieran Hughes Danielle Nicole Piontkowski
Meredith Christian Kevin Joseph Hunt Andrew J. Potok
Johnny Salvatore Ciarlante, Jr. Matthew James Hunt Thomas Patrick Powers
Anthony W. Ciliberto Justin Jacko Paige K. Pullman
Paul Christopher Columbro Robert Johnson III Matthew James Quinn
Marsia Giuseppina Conigliaro Victoria Renee Jones Brandon Thomas Raihl
Megan Connell Joan Adi Vuniwaqa Kamikamica Bovas Reji
William Corley, Jr. Timothy F. Kaznica Brittney Alexandria Rennie
Matthew B. Coming IV Jule Simone Keese Kenneth William Roller
Jose F. Correa Mason Kelly Justin T. Rose
Nathan Correa Tiffany Lynn Kemper Brandon Rowe
A ’naiya Yasmeen Cozart John Patrick Kenny Alyssa Marie Sanders
Andrew Walker Craig Amer Khan Michael Scarpato
Dominic John D’Agostino Christian Kinney Lauren Kayla Schechter
Thanh Le Dam Daniel Elias Kitch III Jared Joseph Schreck
Anthony Vincent Daniele Timothy Patrick Kuhn Abygail Christine Schukin
Viviana Del Carmen Ullola Jonathan Binh-Nghiep Lai Emily Roni Sigtermans
Deasia Monica Christina Dell Jenna Nicole Leinenbach Thomas Siuta
Nicholas C. Della Vecchia Collin Leonardis Daniel J. Benson Smith
Ryan Alexander Denner Calvin Serge Alexandre Lesperance Justin Smith
Elaina L. Desloges Michael Liska Juwan J. Smith
Kara A. Devanney Matthew Hunter Mailloux Kali Smith
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BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION (Continued)
Kelley D. Smith 
Andrew Thomas Sneed 
Fred Sockwell 
Christina Sperazza 
Timothy Stewart, Jr. 
Nicholas Michael Sticco 
Raymond J. Szczesny 
Morgan Szekely 
Kathryn Emma Thomas 
Peter J. Tiano 
Dylan Titon
Teresa Banks-Cherry 





Heather Lynn Trainor 
Vincent Due Tran 
Diane Truong 
Edward Tyszka 
George N. Vaccarino 
Omar Alexander Vallejo Bautista 





Ashley Cathrine Kohler 
Jack McDermott 
Maureen R. Shaw 
Tiyona M. Simpson 
Stephen M. Tepper
Taylor Wack
Joseph Patrick Waddington, Jr.








Cesar A. Vega Perez 
Anthony Maroc Wallace 
Kerrianne Gilline Wilson
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BACHELOR OF SOCIAL WORK
SCHOOL OF ARTS AND SCIENCES
Lynne A. Texter, Ph.D., Interim Dean
Taiwo Opeoluwa Akintaju Ashanti Kyan Freeland Mirlanda S. Pierre
Shaneil A. Barnaby Endy Giang Melanie Lizeth Reyes
Carla Batty Brittany Griffith Ryan Patrick Ridley
Janell S. Campbell Chinenye Maryanne Ihejirika Ashley L. Rotolo
Jennifer Rachel Carroll Denise Joy Jenkins Angela Yvette Shoemake
Gladys Chalacan Benjamin Kessler Johnnie Shuler
Quatera Sade Childs Jennifer Lombardo Laurette Tekeudo
Shan Collins Tatiana M. Lugo Maldonado Angela Jay Wedgewood
Yamisley Marie Colon Cruz Marquetta Maragh Alanna Rose Wengrow-Inman
Angella Cooper Christina Morton Donna Marieia Williams
Megan Grace DeLucia Charise L. Artis Nelson
Julia Ely Shannel Nelson
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
Cristian Antonio Abarca Matthew Howell Franchesca Namuco
Shalah Ahmad Alexis Anna Ibarra Mary Nghe
Sixtus F. Akinlosotu Thomas Indelicato Truc-Linh Thuy Ngo
Luis F. Almonte Sofiya Kalyniy Ryan William Nork
Cristian Artiles-Hunter Naomi Kelem Kassahun Luke O’Connor
Xiomaraliz Baez Marengo Michael Samuel Katkocin Taylor Marie Opaliski
Fatimah Abdullah Bamuhair Fahim Kayed Ibironke Sarah Owa
Lauryn Elizabeth Barto Rory Helen Kearns Jeffrey Pfannenstein
Leslie Batista Pascall John Kendall, Jr. Melinda Phun
Andrew Walter Belasic Madeline B. Koelsch Connor Michael Pierce
Emily Rose Bentz Le Ba Hoang Caitlin Marie Randon
Antonio Andrew Berardi Mark Leszczynski Angelina Sophia Refice
Fabian Alexander Bergman Terry Li Michael Anthony Rivera
Kevin Michael Bounader Bo Lin Gregory James Robinson
Andrew Bowers Jacques J. Linder Matthew Rodden
Ellie M. Britt Joshua Lovins Taina Marie Rosario
Jordan Bryan Sophia Theresa Lozowski Blake Rosenn
Carlos Inigo Alberto Buenaflor Kendall Lupinek Devon Charles Ruby
Austin Robert Burkett Bridget Anne Magee Barry James Schiel III
Nadia Maribel Casildo Brillane Celeste Manace Robert John Scholle
Jennifer Chau Emily Marino Andrea Annisah Seidu
Jason E. Chiara Isla Martinez-Iglesias Kevin Sie
Kalene M. Cohn Christopher Michael Materia William James Simpler
Michael Costello Molly Rose McBride Alonzo Smith
Robyn Ida Crawley Alison Claire McDonough Julia M. Sproch
Bryanna Rosario Davis Hannah McGary Katie Magee Stec
Lexus DuBose Imani Rayne McLean Sebastian Stelmach
Daniel Todd Gilbert Zachary Scott McNulty Jackson Swindells
John Gitaka Bruce Anthony Merriett Vasthi D. Sylla
Gabriella M. Gronczewski Tyler Mickus Anthony J. Washington
Christopher L. Heiskell Megan Noelle Miller Molly Lorraine Wible
Breana Henderson Silvio Josue Miranda Kayla Donyai Williams
Antwan L. Hilton, Jr. Dominique Renea Morton-Thompson
BACHELOR OF ARTS
Dylan Joseph Yurasits
Jhon Rafael Abreu Santana Brittany N. Asimos Amanda Rose Boulden
Dominique Sage Adams Kenneth Ayala-Prats Pauline D. Branch
Kyle W. Adams Keisha Wehbra Ayew Pedro J. Bras Ferran
Christopher Agazio Amber Lynn Banning Angie Astrea Brewer Nieves
Jubilee Rai Aguilar Taylor Bara Alexis P. Bridges
Oscarina Almonte Espinal Rebecca Lyn Barnett Ben J. Brookes
Abdulmajeed Abdulaziz S. Alsarami Morgan Elizabeth Barney Francesca Jocelyne Bryce
Silderay Alejandra Amarante Garcia Shala Shamar Barney Alexa Louise Burke
Gerald Amodei, Jr. Benitho Barthelemy Camilla Cameron
Asha Anderson Tyler J. Bender Camrine J. Campbell
Kaitlan Elizabeth Andrew Allan Bernal Sarah Campbell
Ryan Garison Anglemyer Samantha Bienkowski Natalia Campos
Elizabeth Dianne Ashford Alexandria Bottos Emma Love Capaldi
BACHELOR OF ARTS (Continued)
Rachel Lauren Carr 
Melina N. Carrion 
Jonas E. Carter 
Ty Castellano 
Rachel Elizabeth Ceplo 
Elvinas Chaleckas 
Anthony John Checchio 
Mia Rose Cherrier 
Nicia Chiavacci 
Brian A. Civil 
Devon Lynn Clarke 
Jarred P. Clements 
James F. Collier 
Austin P. Constantini 
Imani Cook 
Kevin Patrick Cooke 
Robert William Cooney, Jr. 
Sinclair Cooper II 
Alexander Cordero 
Felicia A. Cordova 




Jazmin Dior Damon 
Lucas Davidson 
Heather Anne Davis 
Rasheed Zaire Davis 
Christina Marie DeCesare 
Karla Delgado Davila 
Janette Dill
Joseph Michael DiOrio, Jr. 




Colleen Anne Dougherty 
Daniel Drake 
Nicole Marie Driscoll 
Lexus DuBose 
Zoe Dudek 
Andrew Brian Durkin 
Kyler A. Edgar 
Sydney Edmonds 
Hannah Reid Elliott 
Ian L. Ewing 




Radley Alexander Faulknor, Jr. 
Kennedy Ann Fenton 
Griseli Ferreira 
Emily Ferry
Mariah Alexandria Fisher 
Paul Joseph Fitzpatrick 
Padraig Carey Heaton Foley 
Amanda N. Fowler 
Andrew Fralinger 
Christian Joseph Franco 
Michael A. Gaimari, Jr.
Joseph P. Gallagher 
Karen Y. Gallego Mendez 
Joseph Galvano 






































Robert T. J. Hunter
Kylie Iocono
Alexander Michael Juliano 
Michael A. Jackson III 
Motaz R. Jalil 
Brian Jaraba 
Adriona K. Jenkins 
Amber Nicole Jenkins 
Christopher Ray Johnson 
Clarise Johnson 
William J. Johnson 
Thomas F. Jones 
Johnny Joseph, Jr.
Terry B. Juliano, Jr.
Ryan Keller 
Marliese Kennedy 
James Henry Key 
Andrew Jeffry King 
Esynce Kirkland 
Ashley Taylor Kiszelewski 
Cassandra Knestaut 
Christopher Michael Kops 
Daniel Evan Kosogof 
Alec Kostival 
Kendall Richelle Kreider 
Asatue Kumeh 
Samantha Landi 
Frederick Earl Lang, Jr.




Vincent John Libucki, Jr. 
MegAnne Liebsch 
Jacques J. Linder 
Shaniquah N. Lipki 
William I. Lohr 
Sarah Looney
Marlin Dilenny Lopez Burgos 
Lucy Loughlin 
Brittany M. Lutek 
Cherise Lynch 
Carolyn Anne Lyons 
Jasmine Renee Lyons 
Grant Gardner Maddock 
Joshua Tamir Maddox-Crum 
Sarah Jane Madeksiak 
Marie M. Magloire 
John Matthew Mahoney 
Brianna Marie Maier 
Kaliff Jamaal Malabo 
Domenique Jean Mangini 
Leo M. Manning 
Vincent J. Manzo 
Erica Marable 
Jauwan Jovoni Marant 
Jake P. Martin 
Latisha Elise Martin 
Ashleigh Masters 
Juliana Mastrangelo 
Sean Francis Matecki 
William Vincent Mathis 
Robyn Mychelle Maura 
Brittany L. Maxfield 
Michael May 
Caroline Devin McAnally 
Kelsey Christina McDevitt 
Paige McDowell 
Allisha McEachern 
Alyssa Rose McFadden 
Kyle S. McIntosh 
Stephen W. McNally 
Abigail Meehan 
Ryan James Meehan 
Lourden M. Mejia de Jesus 
Gabriela Caridad Melendez 
Jacob E. Meyers 
Katherine Milideo 
Alicia Yvonne Miller 
Madison Ann Miller 
Mark Minissale 
Alexandria Moraschi 
Jose L. Morera 
Matthew Odell Morton 
Emily Mountain 




Christopher William Muzi 
Mary Nghe 
Samantha Nieve-Silva 
Lily Tyler Nolan 
Emily A. Nowlan 
Fanella Cherie O’Brien 
Joseph George O’Brien
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BACHELOR OF ARTS (Continued)
Kaitlin Ann Margaret O’Grady Joseph Samuel Rogers
Matthew O’Hara Taylor Sue Rohrbaugh
Waleed Omar Kaela Romani
Jaisy B. Omollo Claire Marie Rossi
Kelly Lynn O’Rorke Amanda Rowlands
Kimberly Ortiz-Cabal Julia Frances Rufe
Janeyshka Ortiz-Flores Valentina Rachel Ruffo
Lauren Pacitti Katherine Maeve Rush
Caitlin Pajus Zachary Ryan Rutherford
Sarah Jeane Palma Kara M. Ruzicka
Jake Austin Parisi Germilda Saint-Victor
Daniel Parker Brooke Elizabeth Sales
Natalie Camille Parker Ashley Salinas
Francesca V. Parmisciano Christian Avery Sanders
William Patrone Alexandra Santarelli
Sierra Paxson Laura Garvey Santoro
Vianny Peralta Gavin Saxon
Anthony Felipe Perez Allison Marie Schad
Johana Pilar Perez-Ventura Patrick J. Schimenti
Jared T. Peterman Mikal Segers
Jamie Elizabeth Petrella Daniel S. Sgambato
Rachel Marie Piecyk Michelle Shindika
Collin James Pierlott Albert Anthony Sica III
Belinda Pierre-Louis Michael V. S. Sims
William Vincent Pilny Matthew P. Sitcoske
Sarah Christine Pino Allyson Leigh Slobodian
Kimberly E. Polanco Alonzo Smith
Aurora Maria Pomales Christion Victor Deshawn Smith
Rashawn Powell Tyrea Smith
Anzania LaShawn Preston Andrew Thomas Sneed
Eliana Mercedes Prieto Jessica Snyder
Brandon Thomas Raihl Allison Sonson
Claire Elise Remy Leah Marie Sosa
Yan Carlo Rivera Johnathan Maurice Speaks
Ja’Keena Robbins April Stein
Gregory James Robinson Collin Patrick Stevens
Timothy Victor Manuel Robles Arthur Stewart
Daniel Enrique Rodriguez Shamari Malik Stewart
Liam Martial Rodriguez Desiree Suelke
Shirley Rodriguez Fatima Sultana
Tyler Rodriguez Sydney Marie Szopo
Lourdes M. Alcantara Rosario 
Lina Marcela Barrios Hincapie 
Denise Batista 
Amelia Ana Belfield 
Orlando Calizan 
Thalia Cardona Lopez 
Daisy Cartagena 
Gloria A. Creecy 
Nelson De Leon
Eilieen Gabriela de Leon Camacho 
Mirlanyn Duarte 
Roxana A. Encarnacion 
Franchely Encamacion Valdez 
Wildalee Fabian 
Luisanny Frias German 
Marleny Gomez 
Maria F. Gonzalez-Correa 
Anyelina Guzman
ASSOCIATE IN ARTS
Maria Jaquez Peralta 
Maira A. Jaraba Rodriguez 
Julissa Jose Holguin 
Joel Daniel Lachapel 
Lina Lopez
Daneysi Luceno Hernandez 
Lourdes Maria Mejia de Jesus 
Glorimar Nunez 
Iris N. Ogando 
Vanessa Y. Ortiz 
Keyla N. Peralta 
Juan L. Perez 
Angel Rodriguez 
Jasmine Marie Rodriguez 
Mabel Rodriguez 
Yamilka Rodriguez 










































Hilbert Rodriguez Lopez 
Fradelin M. Rodriguez Torres 
Suehaly Rodriguez Torres 
Jaileene Santana Rivas 
Marisol Santiago 
Stephanie Santos 
Kris Junior Santos Roman 
Anna Marilyn Sofronski 
Cyndia Torres 
Nelson X. Torres Luyanda 
Aliya T. Vance-Randolph 
Mariangeli Vasquez 
Jerrianne N. Velez Torres 
Anthony Alexander Ventura Penalo 




SCHOOL OF NURSING AND HEALTH SCIENCES 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN NURSING





Sara Jane Laube Holly Rae Sloane
Alexis Elizabeth Morabito Allison Z. Worhach
Elizabeth Marie Nordberg Anne Louise Workman
Sini Samuel






Amarachi Abigail Anucha 
Samantha Eden Paula Avitan 
Briana Jean Barr 
Kaitlin A. Bass 
Simona Sarah Benny 
Carolyn Margaret Boyce 
Amanda Ruth Duff 
Sydney Marie Gehring 
Chloe Marie Gulak
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Jane M. D’Orazio 
Cassandra Rae Drejerwski 
Danielle M. Flippen 
Bridgette Harkins 
Olivia Cameron Holdsworth 
Wanda Ariel Kollie
CUM LAUDE
Donnetta Collette Haynes 
James Edward Kelly 
Taylor Rose Leahy 
Kristina Millas 
Leah Kathleen Norris 
Amanda K. Pagano 
Christian Michael Price 
Brianna Russo 
Brielle Saunders
Nicole Suzanne Lane 
Kaitlin Poiesz 
Debra A. Portnoy 
Jennifer Marie Pratt 










BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN NUTRITION
MAXIMA CUM LAUDE
Nicole M. Behner Erin Marie Galuchie Victoria Alicia Robinson
Emily Kristen Carlson Amanda Marie Hessinger Dominique J. Showmaker
Katharine De Souza Sara Jane Madden
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Rama Alsaadi Maggie Elizabeth Garin Truong Bao Nguyen
Brittany Anne Frazer Taylor Ann Harrison Christopher Rideout
CUM LAUDE
Shelby Marie Bums Stephanie Kowalski Jacqueline Elizabeth Solimeo
Joseph Hansen Sarah Kerr Seasholtz
Maria Cashman
Jessica Radha Apana 
Stephanie Rose Barr 
Kayla Berry 
Megan Colon
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN PUBLIC HEALTH 
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Caciana Cayo Jessica Lindsay
CUM LAUDE
Stefine Georges Shayla Cherelle Smith
Maureen Lelle Chantal Warfield
Sean Michael McCracken 
Kaela Marie Rivera
Hannah Christine Brough 
Shauna Irene Clifford 
Jennifer Lynne Grasmeder 
Taylor Patricia Myerski
Kathryn Bringhurst 
Elizabeth Ann Curtin 
Jordan Elizabeth Harlon
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
MAXIMA CUM LAUDE
Kaitlin Ann Margaret O’Grady Sherin Sunny
Gabriella Palmeri Rosemary Anne Ulmer






Kara Rose Shipley 
Gina Marie Smith 
Marissa Christine Stroyek
Kathy Ann Aikens 
Erin Teresa Duffy 
Maureen Clare Hoey
CUM LAUDE
Alexandria Natasha Jurgelis 
Sydney Rose Kirk 
Gabrielle Olshanskaya
Jillian Prinz




BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
Brooke D. Baston 
Melissa Rose Blanco 
Anthony W. Ciliberto 




Marissa Ann Beaver 
Samuel Clayton Bergere 
Mariya Bondareva 
Erika Eden Brown 
Benjamin Casper 
Paul Christopher Columbro 
Megan Connell
Timothy Joseph Aiken 
Anthony Dominic Bartley 
Dylan Tyler Blecker 
Joshua Brooks
Johnny Salvatore Ciarlante, Jr. 
Matthew B. Coming IV 
Andrew Walker Craig 
Elaina L. Desloges 
Gjergji Dylgjeri
MAXIMA CUM LAUDE
Hunter Christopher Fox Emily A. Nowlan
Mason Kelly Abygail Christine Schukin
Jena Meiying Marcinkoski George Zindel IV
Mark Joseph Metzler 
Moira Murphy
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
A ’naiya Yasmeen Cozart 
Dominic John D’Agostino 
Tina Giang
Meghan Lindsey Heyduk 
Daniel Elias Kitch III 
Jenna Nicole Leinenbach 
Matthew Hunter Mailloux 
Christopher Joseph Morris 
Jerome Walter O’Brien, Jr.
Thomas Pascarella 
Joseph Anthony Patti 
Thomas Patrick Powers 
Kenneth William Roller 




Eileen Marie Dzwill 
Maeve Reidy Gomes 
Michael A. Hagan 
Jessica Hart Hoffman 







Lauren Kayla Schechter 
Morgan Szekely 
Peter J. Tiano 
Diane Truong 
Alex Winquist
BACHELOR OF ARTS 
MAXIMA CUM LAUDE




SCHOOL OF ARTS AND SCIENCES
BACHELOR OF SOCIAL WORK
MAXIMA CUM LAUDE
Megan Grace DeLucia Alanna Rose Wengrow-Inman Benjamin Kessler
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Carla Batty Yamisley Marie Colon Cruz Chinenye Maryanne Ihejirika
Gladys Chalacan Julia Ely
Shan Collins Brittany Griffith
CUM LAUDE
Denise Joy Jenkins Charise L. Artis Nelson
Emily Rose Bentz 
Austin Robert Burkett 
Le Ba Hoang 
Mark Leszczynski 
Jacques J. Linder
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
MAXIMA CUM LAUDE
Sophia Theresa Lozowski 
Isla Martinez-Iglesias 




Robert John Scholle 
Kevin Sie 
Julia M. Sproch 
Jackson Swindells
Antonio Andrew Berardi 




Sixtus F. Akinlosotu 
Ellie M. Britt 










Pascall John Kendall, Jr.
Terry Li 
Joshua Lovins









Rachel Lauren Carr 
Kevin Patrick Cooke 
Karla Delgado Davila 
Michael V. DiPietro 
Andrew Brian Durkin 
Hannah Reid Elliott 
Andrew Fralinger 
Christian Joseph Franco 
Mary Caroline Grupp 
















Emma Love Capaldi 
Jessica Dopsovic 
Kyler A. Edgar 
Sean A. Fash 
Paul Joseph Fitzpatrick 
Joseph P. Gallagher 
Anna Marie Gomez 
Olivia Jean Goodwin 
Jessica Maryjane Gwiszcz
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Destiny Chanel Hatcher 
Meghan Horleman 
Christopher Ray Johnson 
Ashley Taylor Kiszelewski 
Christopher Michael Kops 
Amanda Leonetti 
Vincent John Libucki, Jr.
Sarah Looney 
Madison Ann Miller 
Samantha Nieve-Silva
Christopher Agazio 
Jubilee Rai Aguilar 
Samantha Bienkowski 
Alexis P. Bridges 




Ludmille Sashi Toussina Glaude 




Motaz R. Jalil 
Amber Nicole Jenkins 
James Henry Key 
Cassandra Knestaut 
Alec Kostival 
Kendall Richelle Kreider 
Nicholas Charles Lario 
Carolyn Anne Lyons 
Erica Marable 
Lourden M. Mejia de Jesus 
Katherine Milideo 
Sean T. Moylan
Natalie Camille Parker 
Rachel Marie Piecyk 
Collin James Pierlott 
William Vincent Pilny 
Eliana Mercedes Prieto 
Joseph Samuel Rogers 
Kaela Romani
Meghann Grace Taft-Lockard 
Sarah Von Berg 
Ryan Matthew Wall 
Emily Louise Ward 
George Zindel IV
Taylor Sue Rohrbaugh 




Keya Mae Tartaglia 
Victor Manuel Ventura Penalo 
Samuel W. Volosky
Vianny Peralta 
Sarah Christine Pino 
Yan Carlo Rivera 
Valentina Rachel Ruffo 
Gregory James Robinson 
Zachary Ryan Rutherford 
Desiree Suelke 
Xuan My Truong 
Kristofer L. Walls 




The students whose names appear below have satisfied the requirements specified by the University 
for graduation with the distinction of “General University Honors.”
Cristian Antonio Abarca 
Edward Timothy Anderson 
Marissa Ann Beaver 
Emily Rose Bentz 
Allan Bernal
Hannah Christine Brough 
Rachel Lauren Carr 
Nicia Chiavacci 
Shauna Irene Clifford 
Megan Connell 
Andrew Walker Craig 
Dominic John D’Agostino 
Thanh Le Dam 
Jessica Dopsovic 
Andrew Brian Durkin 
Paul Joseph Fitzpatrick 
Andrew Fralinger 
Christian Joseph Franco 
Erin Marie Galuchie 
Maggie Elizabeth Garin 
Mary Caroline Grupp 
Jessica MaryJane Gwiszcz 
Maura Longo Kelly 
Jonathan Binh-Nghiep Lai 
Le Ba Hoang 
Jenna Nicole Leinenbach 
MegAnne Liebsch 
Jacques J. Linder 
Michael Liska 
Sarah Looney
Sophia Theresa Lozowski 
Bridget Anne Magee 
Matthew Hunter Mailloux 
Leo M. Manning 
Christopher Michael Materia 
Molly Rose McBride 
Alyssa Rose McFadden 
James McNamee 
Zachary Scott McNulty 




Natalie Camille Parker 
Melinda Phun 
Rachel Marie Piecyk 
William Vincent Pilny 
Brandon Thomas Raihl 
Blake Rosenn 
Andrea Annisah Seidu 
Andrew Thomas Sneed 
Jacqueline Elizabeth Solimeo 
Julia M. Sproch 
Jackson Swindells 
Heather Lynn Trainor 
Rosemary Anne Ulmer 
Samuel W. Volosky 
Ryan Matthew Wall 
Emily Louise Ward 
George Zindel IV
The list of Honors recipients is tentative, the University reserving the right to make any changes required. 
Honors should appear on diplomas of eligible undergraduates. Undergraduate students eligible for 
Honors whose diplomas do not bear the appropriate notation should return the diplomas to the 
Registrar’s Office within two weeks. Honors will be added and diplomas mailed.
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ACADEMIC PROGRAM AWARD WINNERS
SCHOOL OF NURSING AND HEALTH SCIENCES
BSN (Day)
BSN-Achieve (Evening)





Anne Louise Workman 
Emily S. Paynter 
Victoria Alicia Robinson 
Caciana Cayo 




Business Systems & Analytics 
Finance
International Business 
Management & Leadership 
Marketing
Organizational Leadership
Mark Joseph Metzler 
Arianna Maria Arnett 
Benjamin Casper 
George Zindel IV 
Viviana Del Carmen Ullola 
Abygail Christine Schukin 
Kara A. Devanney 
Francis D Angelo








Digital Arts & Multimedia Design 








Integrated Science, Business, & Technology
International Relations
Mathematics









Mollie Rayna Taylor 
Mara Lynn Veltri 
Emily Rose Bentz 
Sophia Theresa Lozowski 
Ryan Matthew Wall 
Le Ba Hoang 
Daniel S. Sgambato 
Leo M. Manning 
Hannah Reid Elliott 
Andrew Brian Durkin 
Daniel Parker 
Ibironke Sarah Owa 
Gregory James Robinson 
Ibironke Sarah Owa 
Natalie Camille Parker 
Victor Manuel Ventura  
Fabian Alexander Bergman 
Rachel Lauren Carr 
Jackson Swindells 
Jessica Dopsovic 
Sarah Jeane Palma 
Andrew Brian Durkin 
Janeyshka Ortiz-Flores 
Jacques J. Linder 
Sean A. Fash
Yamisley Marie Colon Cruz 




DENNIS DOUGHERTY MEMORIAL SCHOLARSHIP 
(Fraternity and Sorority Service and Leadership)
Alexandria Natasha Jurgelis
JAMES A. FINNEGAN MEMORIAL AWARD 
(Judeo-Christian Ideals of Social Justice, Day Division) 
Andrew Brian Durkin
JOSEPH F. FLUBACHER AWARD 
(Outstanding Leadership, Day Division)
Hannah Christine Brough
INTERNATIONAL STUDENT AWARD 
(Academic Excellence and Service)
Le Ba Hoang
JOHN J. MCSHAIN AWARD 
(Public Welfare, Day Division)
Ryan Matthew Wall
BROTHER EMERY C. MOLLENHAUER AWARD 
(Commitment to Service, Peace, and Justice)




MALE SCHOLAR ATHLETE 
Fabian Alexander Bergman
STUDENT-ATHLETE ACADEMIC EXCELLENCE AWARD 
Ryan William Nork
W.W. SMITH CHARITABLE TRUST SCHOLARSHIP
Amber Lynn Banning 
Kevin M. Beck 
Antoine Robert Chambers 
Jane Duong
Stephen Dominic Fitzsimmons 
Mason Kelly 
Andy Quan
Valentina Rachel Ruffo 
Xuan My Truong 
Lisa Jaylynn Wajda 
Hope Anna Wells 
Tierra Williams
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N otes on  A cadem ic D ress
The history of academic dress begins in the early days of the oldest universities. A statute of 1321 required all “Doctors, Licentiates, and 
Bachelors” of the University of Coimbra to wear gowns. In England during the second half of the 14th century, the statutes of certain 
colleges forbade “excess in apparel” and prescribed the wearing of a long gown. It is still a question whether academic dress finds its 
sources chiefly in ecclesiastical or in civilian dress. Gowns may have been considered necessary for warmth in the unheated buildings 
used by medieval scholars. Hoods may have served to cover the tonsured head until superseded for that purpose by the skullcap. The cap 
was later displaced by a headdress similar to ones now recognized as “academic.” European institutions continue to show great diversity 
in their specifications of academic dress. However, when American colleges and universities adopted a system of academic apparel a 
half-century ago, a code was devised for all to follow.
Gowns—The gown for the bachelor’s degree has pointed sleeves and is worn closed. The gown for the master’s degree has an oblong 
sleeve, open at the wrist, with the sleeve base hanging down in the traditional manner. The rear part of the sleeve’s oblong shape is square 
cut and the front part has an arc cut away. It may be worn open or closed. The gown for the doctor’s degree has bell-shaped sleeves and 
may be worn open or closed. Bachelor’s and master’s gowns have no trimmings, but the doctor’s may be faced on the front with black 
or colored velvet and with three bars of the same across the sleeves. If color is used, it is the color distinctive of the subject to which the 
degree pertains, and it matches the edging or binding of the hood.
Hoods— Hoods are lined with the official color or colors of the college or university conferring the degree. The binding or edging of the 
hood is the color indicative of the subject to which the degree pertains, except that the doctor’s cap may have its tassel of gold thread.
Caps—Mortarboards are generally worn as part of the academic costume. The long tassel fastened to the middle point of the cap’s top is 
either black or the color appropriate to the subject. It is customary for degree candidates to wear the tassels on the right front side before 
degrees are conferred and to shift them to the left when the degrees are awarded. This custom is in some respects a substitute for individual 
hooding.
For all academic purposes, including trimmings of doctors’ gowns, edgings of hoods, and tassels of caps, the colors associated with the 
different subjects are as follows:
Agriculture -  Maize
Arts, Letters, Humanities -  White
Commerce, Accountancy,
Business -  Drab
Dentistry -  Lilac
Economics -  Copper
Education -  Light Blue
Engineering -  Orange
Fine Arts -  Brown
Forestry -  Russet
Journalism -  Crimson
Law -  Purple
Library Science -  Lemon
Medicine -  Green
Music -  Pink
Nursing -  Apricot
Oratory (Speech) -  Silver Gray
Pharmacy -  Olive Green
Philosophy -  Dark Blue
Physical Education -  Sage Green
Public Administration -  Peacock Blue
Public Health -  Salmon Pink
Science -  Golden Yellow
Social Work -  Citron
Theology -  Scarlet
Veterinary Science -  Gray
Adapted from “An Academic Costume Code and Ceremony Guide,” American Universities and Colleges (Washington, D.C.: American 
Council on Education, 1959)
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